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IntIntIntIntIntrrrrroductoductoductoductoductiiiiiooooonnnnn

This tutorial is to show some of Amapi’s powerful tool sets and their extreme ease of use. Unlike
many applications that exist, Amapi offers a superb clean interface and extreme speed with modeling
and instant feedback.

With little effort and time you should be able to model a Glass Swan candy dish and learn some quick
tricks with organic modeling. Though this there are many ways of making the same type of object,
this tutorial will show creating from a single cube, Doo smooth and a handful of tools.

 Extrude tool

 Pick tool

 Scale tool

 Tessellate tool



Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1
First select the primitive cube, a
pop will appear when the cursor is
over the sphere. Next create a cube
in the middle somewhere in the
project window. The size is not
critical.

Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2
Next you will apply a Smooth, once clicked a center menu will pop
up. Select the 2nd one from the left (Doo Smooth). The default
settings are fine or you can work courser since the smooth amount
will remain active throughout the process. Typically on very complex
objects which contain high poly counts you may use the minimum
setting of 1 until the file is done. This allows for
speedy manipulation. Once the project is
completed you can go back and increase the
smooth amount for your needs.

Cube primitive

Cube

Smooth

Doo Smooth



Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3
Select the extrude tool and with “face extrude” selected in the options you can
simply add to your shape. Here we are going to make the base of the Swan by
extruding the bottom down and close.

Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4
Continuing with the same tool we will begin the neck region. As you extrude out sections you may
want to modify the points to refine the shape as you go along.

Extrude face

Extruding bottom

Extruding Neck

Adjusting Neck with Pick Tool



Adjusting width of the Neck
with Scale tool

Extruded section to start Head

Head nearly complete with area scaled for beak

Continuing with the extrude, simply
click and extend more sections so
that you have enough to bend and
form the neck region.

Pick tool works fine when selecting
along the sides but you may need
to use the scale tool to keep
symmetry when adjusting the width
as show above.

Beak



Step 5Step 5Step 5Step 5Step 5
Tessellating sections to add more detail. Below we pick the Diamond Tesselated to start our eye
socket. Repeat this for the opposite side.

Tessellate

Diamond Tessellated each
side



Step 6Step 6Step 6Step 6Step 6
At this point you should even out the eye
regions with the pick tool so that they
somewhat form a more symmetrical
diamond form.

Once the head is adjusted to your liking,
proceed to diamond tessellate the centers
once again.

Adjusting eye region with pick tool

Evening the region out with pick tool

Diamond tesselated the centers



Step 7Step 7Step 7Step 7Step 7
Extruding inward on the eye region you
will then create the socket.

Minor repositioning the area with the pick
tool to center in the correct area.

Extruding inward

Quick render

Selecting through the side to move both sockets
same time with pick tool



Step 8Step 8Step 8Step 8Step 8
Again with the same procedure of face extrusion we
will make the inset of the dish. Then by dropping
down the outer points we can create new regions for
the wings and tail.

Extruded inward for dish

Pulling points down with Pick Tool

Adjusting the front section with Pick Tool



Step 9Step 9Step 9Step 9Step 9
Making the wings with more extrudes. When extruding the wings you may want to toggle the
perspective tool to ensure they are somewhat asymmetrical.

Extruded wings and tail

Pulling wings back with Pick tool

Quick Render



Step 10Step 10Step 10Step 10Step 10
With the tail and wings set we will now add slices using the Tessellate tool. Add 4 slices along the
wings and 1 length wise. Do the same for the tail.

Adding Slices with Tesselated tool

Sliced wings and tail



Selecting every other point as shown below, you then scale them vertically to squash the heights.
Once scaled you will need to reposition them to follow the contour of the profiles.

Selecting opposing points

Scaling heights

Adjusting the points to even profile out



Move the top points that were just scaled inward
on the wings with the Pick Tool to exaggerate
feathers. Do the same with the scale tool on the
tail to keep the symetry.

Moving points inward

Scaling points inward on tail



Step 11Step 11Step 11Step 11Step 11
Shown here is a pinch created when we were moving points in. Simply select the points on both
wings and move it out with the Pick Tool.

Pinch shown in quick render

Using Pick tool to move the points outward



Step 12Step 12Step 12Step 12Step 12
Now it’s time to make the Swan look like solid glass, Open the “Editing Material” menu from the top
and apply the settings noted below. You can create a nice reflection map with a simple high contrast
black and white image. A High refraction value will create the caustics effect when raytraced adding
to the effect of solid glass

Reflection map used.

Final render


